
High Performance
Curtain Wall System

The UK’s first revolutionary
recycled window

Window profile made from 100% recycled post-consumer PVC-U
BRE Green Guide rating A+ for domestic & commercial applications
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RECO22 represents a real breakthrough for the British window industry. Designed

especially for the low-carbon-economy of today, RECO22 offers a recycled PVC-U

window system, made from 100% post-consumer waste material, available in a

diverse range of colours. This is the first window to achieve such an accolade in the

UK, confirming Profile 22 as a true innovator of sustainable building materials.

The best windows 

are made from 

Profile 22 

The latest innovation from Profile 22

The 100% recycled content of the window profile and the low carbon

footprint gives RECO22 its name. The ‘Re’ represents the recycled

material in the product and the CO2 is for the major reduction in

carbon footprint. The extra ‘2’ is to signify Profile 22 as a leading

window and door brand of Epwin Group.

Working with the Carbon Trust the company have introduced a number

of initiatives that have saved 1013 tonnes per year in Profile 22’s

carbon footprint since 2005.
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recycling material of

the product
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carbon footprint
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Leading the way, RECO22 is the first window system to be awarded the

Building Research Establishment (BRE) A+ rating for all sectors

including domestic housing.  

In terms of manufacturing PVC-U window profile, RECO22 is equivalent

to only 6% of the carbon footprint of virgin extruded material. To put it

another way, virgin material has 16 times the carbon footprint of a

recycled window. The RECO22 window profile is the first of its kind

made from 100% post-consumer waste PVC-U, fully closing the

recycling loop.*

* The 100% recycled profile is foiled to desired colour option, which represents
2% of the total material; therefore the window system is 98% recycled.  
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The pioneering programme followed the previous year’s installation of

600 PVC-U windows and curtain walling in an eight-storey tower block

at Liverton Court. The contract brief stated that the PVC-U programme

had to reprocess and recycle all recoverable ‘waste’ material from the

refurbishment programme. Profile 22 achieved this through utilising

its recycling facility owned by parent company Epwin. The waste

otherwise destined for landfill, was collected and recycled using

sophisticated technology and then re-extruded by Profile 22 into new

profile ready to fabricate new windows.  

The Northwards project was the first time RECO22

was installed into social housing in the UK.

Managing and maintaining almost 13,000 properties

in North Manchester, Northwards Housing made a

commitment to drive sustainable practices

throughout its operation. As part of this

commitment, they became the first social housing

provider in the UK to specify and complete a PVC-U

window replacement programme installing windows

made from 100% recycled profile.*

Reco22 case Study - Northwards Housing

* The 100% recycled profile was foiled white to ensure consistency; the
foil represents 2% of the total material and therefore the window system
is 98% recycled.  
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Reco22 case Study - cont.

Building on this success of Northwards Housing, in consultation with its board and residents,

Profile 22 was specified for the installation of 18 semi-detached properties in Corris Avenue,

Higher Blackley, North Manchester. Utilising the reprocessed material taken from the tower

block site, new RECO22 windows were installed in March 2009. Secure, low-maintenance and

energy-efficient, the windows used in this pioneering trial, featured a thin white wood grain

effect foiled skin (which represents 2% of the total material), to ensure colour consistency,

weather performance and improved aesthetics.  

The Northwards project was the first time RECO22 was installed into social housing in the UK.
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cutting our carbon footprint

Profile 22 works closely with its parent

company Epwin Group’s dedicated

recycling facility; a several million

pounds investment creating the UK’s

largest and most advanced PVC-U

recycling plant, capable of processing

both post industrial and post consumer

PVC-U. Operating UK wide, the scale of

this operation is capable of recycling all

of the PVC-U material available today.

Once re-processed the PVC-materials

are re-used into a wide range of long

life building products within our own

facilities.

Closed loop recycling:

PVC-U is a multi-purpose material and glass and

steel in the window unit can also be recovered

PVC-U can be recycled over 10 times without

deterioration in service performance

The PVC-U industry successfully achieved recycling

targets set by the Vinyl 2010 initiative and is now

preparing for Vinyl 2020.  

Carbon dioxide emissions

Epwin, and particularly Profile 22, have spent a lot of time

examining how they can reduce their CO2 emissions.

Working with the Carbon Trust the company have

introduced a number of initiatives that reduces electricity

and water consumption. These initiatives alone have

meant a saving in the Profile 22 carbon footprint of 1013

tonnes per year since 2005.

The launch of RECO22 is a real breakthrough in reducing

CO2 emissions for the window extrusion industry. The

University of Manchester have calculated that the RECO22

profile has only 6% of the carbon footprint of a PVC-U

profile using virgin material. Therefore, virgin material

extrusion produces over 16 times the amount of the

carbon emissions than recycled extrusions. RECO22 has

been awarded the coveted BRE A+ green guide, and is the

first window to achieve such an accolade in the UK,

confirming Profile 22 as a true innovator of sustainable

building materials.
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The best windows are made from Profile 22

White

Chartwell Green Gale Grey Beck Brown

Siena PN

Dark Red

Barley Water Willow Green

Siena PRSteel Blue

Vanilla

Dark Green Irish Oak

Antique Oak Mahogany Rosewood Ice Cream

Slate GreyHazy Grey

Beautiful coloured recycled windows

RECO22 is available in a diverse range of colour options designed to offer

architects and designers maximum choice in the specification of long-

lasting, maintenance-free and cost-effective PVC-U windows and doors.  

Colour options are the perfect for blending into existing framework, street

scenes or wishing to create a contrast on a rendered building. Dual colour

options are fully available.

Recycled Composite Material (RCM) Reinforcements

RCM is a recycled plastic window and door reinforcement manufactured from post-

consumer waste PVC-U, offering a cost-effective substitute to steel or aluminium

sections, and forms a small, but integral, part of RECO22. RCM is less conductive than

steel making RECO22 more thermally efficient.
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Cavity Closer

RECO22 new build range from Profile 22 also

offers a cavity closer and former system

called Winfast, which is manufactured from

98 per cent recycled PVC-U and is designed

to work with all modern methods of

construction.

This versatile cost-effective cavity closer

system provides many benefits such as a

template for window apertures, simple and

effective frame location and also features

built-in sealing. This means that windows can

be fitted internally, improving thermal

performance and overcoming a raft of health

and safety regulations. 

Composite doors

RECO22 is a 70mm framing

system for composite doors and

side panels, which offers:  

Dedicated hardware

Complete range of GRP 

PVC-U composite doors and

fire doors 

PAS 23 and PAS 24

compliance
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PRoFILe 22 is an international PVc-U profile system supplied to
local independent manufacturers and installers who contract to
install windows, doors and conservatories. PRoFILe 22 SYSTeMS
cannot be held accountable for manufacture or installation by
independent companies. All information in this publication is
provided for guidance only and is given in good faith. 

As it is company policy to continually improve products, methods
and materials, changes of specification may be made from time to
time without prior notice. This statement does not affect your
statutory rights. © PRoFILe 22.  

Profile 22 Systems

Stafford Park 6, Telford

Shropshire, TF3 3AT 

T : 01952 290910

F : 01952 290460

W: www.profile22.co.uk

E : specifier@profile22.co.uk 

PRo/10355

For more information 

please contact us 
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